BitSight Security Ratings Connector for
Rsam Vendor Risk Management

Rsam has integrated BitSight Security Ratings into
its Vendor Risk Management module to better enable
organizations to identify, prioritize, and mitigate the risk
inherent in sharing sensitive data with third parties. The
combined solution brings BitSight’s analysis, rating, and
continuous monitoring capabilities into the industry’s
leading Vendor Risk Management platform. BitSight’s
daily security ratings provide organizations the insight
they need to bring a more holistic view into their vendor
risk profiles, and Rsam’s best-of-breed workflow engine
automates ongoing monitor notifications, reviews, and
responses to changing security risk.

A Data-Driven Approach to Vendor
Risk Management

Features
• BitSight’s overall company rating and component
grades are visible from within your vendor risk
assessments, supplementing information collected
through the questionnaire process
• Side-by-side comparisons integrate BitSight Security
Ratings with other risk factors
• Global dashboards provide visibility into security
posture across your vendor population
• Ongoing monitoring alerts ensure continued
awareness of your vendors’ changing security
posture, and review-and-response workflow
automates your organization’s continued response to
changing risk

BitSight has solved the complex problem of vendor risk
management from a cybersecurity perspective. The
BitSight Security Ratings Connector for Rsam Vendor
Risk Management delivers timely, data-driven analyses
of your vendors’ security performance. BitSight’s service
offering continuously analyzes, rates, and monitors
companies’ security postures, all from the outside.
New ratings are generated on a daily basis, giving you
continuous visibility into the security of your assets.
With the ability to drill down into the security details
used to generate an organization’s rating, you can have
intelligent, data-driven conversations with your vendors
about their security posture. For the first time, you can
manage risk and make business decisions based on
evidence, enabling you to not just trust but also verify
your vendors’ security posture.

About Rsam
Rsam helps organizations meet their security, risk and compliance goals quickly, even as requirements are always changing. Our
enterprise software platform uses a relational architecture and captures data in a single, centralized repository. Unlike other systems,
we don’t hard-wire dependencies based on requirements that were probably outdated before implementation began. Instead,
the Rsam platform is built to adapt and puts the user in control. Learn more at rsam.com.
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